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Background
De river Maas is one of the most important shipping routes within Europe. With
project ‘Maasroute’, Rijkswaterstaat (Directorate-General for Public Works and
Water Management) is aiming to adjust this waterway and to make it suitable for
larger inland navigation. ‘Maasroute’ includes the construction of a two-way sluice
in the Maas-Waal channel near the village of Heumen in the Netherlands. To
accomplish this, the vast part of the project area will be excavated.
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Law and Legislation

Results of an ecological field survey indicated
the presence of a main sett with one adult
badger and three cubs. Besides that the
whole project area consists of primary
foraging habitat. With the construction of
the two-way sluice near Heumen, the effect
on the local badger-group includes the loss
of;

In the Netherlands the badger is protected by the Flora and Fauna Act. It is
possible to deviate from the provisions of certain prohibitions if doing so
does not affect the preservation of the species unfavorably. The present
case therefore asks for large scale compensation measures and ecological
engineering to ensure a long term sustainable habitat for the local badger
group

 ca. 8 ha primary foraging habitat

In order to meet the ecological and
juridical requirements, a high quality
badger habitat will be created,
providing the badgers with shelter,
safety and foraging grounds. When
the habitat is functional, badgers will
be relocated from the old sett to a
their new home and habitat.
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